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Global Human Resource Consulting

Sterling Global Human Resource Consulting
Globally Operated. Locally Managed.

Attracting, retaining and realising the potential of executive talent is the key issue facing
organisations around the world. Competitive advantage is achieved through good people
and while the demand for talent remains high, experienced individuals are in shorter and
shorter supply. Sterling is a Human Resource Consulting and Executive Search firm,
offering recruitment services, strategic solutions and competitor research to rapidly
expanding multinational firms in the US, Asia/Pacific and Europe.
Sterling was established in the United States in 1982 and expanded into Asia in 1990.
Now, our offices are located and networked throughout the world, staffed by in-country
based Human Resource professionals with extensive local experience, knowledge
and know-how.
This broad local presence allows us to react quickly to our clients’ issues and requests;
select into a highly qualified pool of bilingual/bicultural executives throughout the world;
and provide human resource solutions tailored on a country-specific basis. Put quite simply,
our philosophy for successfully expanding into foreign markets is to think local and
act local.
We are committed to developing our international network and plans are in place for
further expansion over the next five years and beyond.
Our range of services includes:
Executive Search and Selection
Interim Management Talent Bank
Market Intelligence Survey/Research
Campus Recruitment Services
Talent Assessment Services
Compensation Studies & Analysis
On-site HR Management Consulting Services
Management Development & Coaching
Outplacement & Career Management
Assessment & Development
HR System Setup and Organisation Development
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Sterling London
Tailored Solutions with the Personal Touch

Sterling London was established in 2003 as an Executive Resourcing business operating
across every market sector for all functional and commercial roles, generally in a Senior
Executive salary range. Since our inception, the business has enjoyed a track record of
consistent growth and profitability, based around our core services of Executive Search
& Selection, Interim Management and Outplacement Coaching.
Our people are experts in their own field – professionals drawn from a range of market
areas including Global High Technology, Engineering & Manufacturing, IT, Professional
Services, Facilities Management and Retail & Financial Services.
Our reputation has been built on a foundation of delivering high quality Executive
Resourcing services, ethically and professionally. We manage each project with a costeffective, results-oriented approach. Alternatively, when organisations and employees are
experiencing difficult times of change, our contemporary approach to Outplacement and
Career Management provides all the support they require.
Summary of Services
Executive Search
Our practice is very much client-led, rather than applicant driven and we work to exacting
client briefings and equally exacting timeframes. We have been extensively retained by
a broad base of clients across a range of industries where a highly confidential approach
to Senior Executive and Specialist Recruitment is appropriate.
Working in partnership with our clients, we start by developing an in-depth understanding
of their business and culture. Our task then is to establish a clear appreciation of the
requirement, including the scope, responsibilities and reporting relationships as well as
the personal attributes needed to fulfil the role.
Throughout the recruitment process, we maintain a close liaison between client and
candidate; we help facilitate interviews, obtain meaningful feedback, conduct reference
checks and generally assist in salary and benefits negotiations.
Our whole ethos is one of investing time in providing a quality personal service, as well
as a full follow up, to ensure total client satisfaction.
Interim Management Talent Bank
We provide professional Interim Executives who have worked across all sectors –
including private, public and voluntary. This means that whatever the problem, we can
provide experienced executives immediately, to match your requirements.
Our Interims act, implement and deliver. They ‘parachute’ down onto a task for which they
are sensibly overqualified and add value from day one of an assignment.
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Sterling London
Tailored Solutions with the Personal Touch

Interim Management Talent Bank (continued)
Our Interim Executives usually deliver in three key areas: • Project Management • Locum
Cover • Crisis & Change and in the core business disciplines of HR, Finance, IT, Supply
Chain, Marketing and General Management. We also have executives within our network
who have an enormous breadth of experience and qualifications in other specialisms.
Outplacement and Career Management
We support organisations and employees through critical periods of change, taking care
of the reputation of a business as it implements difficult decisions about its employees.
We provide hands-on emotional and practical support focused on helping departing
employees to take the initiative, gain control over their future direction and learn the skills
required to take themselves forward.
Each person on our programmes is treated as an individual and our coaching is
conducted at a location which is convenient to the individual and from a network of offices
across the UK and Europe, as well as from our suite of offices in London.
Assessment Services
We provide consultant managed and online psychometric testing and assessment centre
services for a range of business critical appointments across all sectors in the UK and
internationally. We can help you to significantly “de-risk” the hiring decision by providing
independent additional knowledge of candidates, their potential impact on your
organisation as well as the managerial risks and opportunities they bring with them.
Executive Coaching, Management Development & HR Consultancy
We are experts in the delivery of coaching for executives and senior teams as well as
management development and team effectiveness initiatives. We assist clients through
major business change by helping them to develop the right skills at the right time and in
the right context.
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Sterling China
Drive for Perfection

In 1992 Sterling China became the first American HR management consulting company
to set up in China. Since our inception we have grown from a small single office to become
an HR consulting specialist providing the full range of HR services. We offer our clients
a total HR solution which includes executive search, intelligence research, campus
recruiting, talent assessment, compensation & benefits surveys and other HR
consulting services.
We strive to establish long-term partnerships with our clients and are committed to
working to the highest ethical standards with all of our clients and candidates. Our highly
educated consultants possess a unique blend of consulting experience and industry
expertise. Their industrial experience and knowledge is supported by first-rate
researchers and state-of-the-art technology. Our tailor-made search and performance
assessment methodologies utilize professional test software and tools to guarantee the
highest quality service.
Currently we have five offices in Mainland China, including Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin,
Suzhou and Nanjing. We also cover the Greater China region, including Hong Kong
and Taiwan. As the key player in its market, Sterling Shanghai has been recognized by
Shanghai Personnel Bureau as one of the top three in sales revenue for three
consecutive years. In the meantime, Sterling will continue to expand in other cities in the
Greater China region.
The industries we mainly serve are Automotive/Mechanical, Chemical, Medical Devices,
IT/Telecom, FMCG and Financial Services. Our clients include high profile multinational
companies such as GM, Dow Chemical, Gambro, Nokia, Microsoft, Qualcomm, adidas
and Lenovo as well as a number of fast-growing local businesses. 70% of our clients
give us repeat businesses because of the continuous quality of our service.
Sterling China is staffed by a substantial team of people, including local senior HR
consultants with hands-on executive search industry experience in China since 1992. As
a learning organization, we strongly encourage our consultants to develop industrial
knowledge and to communicate technically and professionally with our clients and
candidates, resulting in the best person being selected. Our aim is to ‘drive for perfection’
and to retain a healthy growth in the Greater China region. As we develop our services,
relationships and creativity, Sterling China will provide clients in the region with an even
more comprehensive HR offering. To be the best will always be our goal.
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Sterling Japan
Drive for Perfection

Sterling Japan was established in 1998 in Tokyo, as an Executive Resourcing business
operating across many sectors within the Senior Executive salary range. Our people are
all experts in their own field – professionals drawn from a range of market areas including
Global High Technology, Engineering & Manufacturing, IT, Professional Services,
Facilities Management and Retail & Financial Services.
Our services include Executive Search & Selection, Talent Assessment Services,
Compensation Studies & Analysis, On-site HR Management Consulting Services,
Management Development & Coaching, Assessment & Development.
Specialization in a sector also enables our key account managers to drill down deeper
within the industry they serve, and form long term relationships and in-depth subject
matter knowledge of that industry, and its human resource demands.
Sectors covered:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Semiconductors
IT, Software and Hardware
Automotive
Energy (including Oil and LNG)
Manufacturing
Finance and Accounting
Consumer and Retail
Healthcare

We are committed to working to the highest ethical standard with all of our clients and
candidates and we work hard to establish long term relationships with them in order to
foster strong and lasting connections. Our highly educated consultants are bilingual in
Japanese and English. Knowledge of Japanese and Western cultures allows us to
conduct highly confidential research for our international clients.
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Sterling Korea
Local Expertise. Global Perspective.

Established in South Korea in 2000, Sterling Korea is based in Seoul. Sterling Korea is
a boutique executive search company, offering services to local and multinational
companies. We offer a unique approach to executive search that is different from many
of our competitors: We take into account the cultural factors as well as the capability of a
candidate to judge whether they are the ideal person to work in the client company’s
environment. From this experience we have learnt that even high-performing candidates
sometimes have difficulty in successfully assimilating the unique cultural environment of
a client company. Our job is to ensure that the successful candidate adds value to the
company’s operations in Korea or elsewhere.
Sterling Korea is able to utilize its vast personal network and accumulated experience to
offer a client the best possible range of services. We have maintained top-level
relationship with the Korean, as well as foreign business community. We undertake
thorough research to ensure that the candidates meet not only the requirements but also
the high expectations of a client company. Our bilingual staff undertake thorough research
of potential candidates to ensure that clients receive a list of the right candidates.
The vision of Sterling Korea is to be a unique boutique-style executive search company
that puts the emphasis on quality rather than quantity. We serve clients in a broad
spectrum of vertical sectors that includes:
1)

Textile & Fashion

2)

FMCG & Retail

3)

IT/Telecom

4)

Semiconductors

5)

Manufacturing & Engineering

and other professional services.
We place our clients’ interest first and we ensure that a client is fully satisfied with our
professional approach and the manner with which we handle our most valuable assets –
the candidates.
We operate in an ethical manner by maintaining complete transparency with clients and
sharing all candidate information. We believe that confidentiality is not only a practice but
a virtue and we work within the bounds of laws and regulations. We want our candidates
to be satisfied with the process that we deploy to conduct an executive search. Similarly
we manage our search process in a manner that means clients bestow their full
confidence in us.
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Sterling Singapore
The Science of Search

History
Established in 1995, Sterling Singapore has been a key executive search firm supporting
clients’ hiring needs in Singapore and the Asia Pacific region. Its brand name in the local
context, is easily recognized by both clients and candidates, for quality and dependability,
over the years.
Strategic Location
Located in a strategic cross-roads between the burgeoning and growing economies of
China and India, Singapore office has tapped on its hub status in the Republic to serve
the regional recruitment needs of the Regional Headquarters (RHQ) of multinational
corporations situated here. It has executed searches within Singapore, Hong Kong,
Taiwan, SE Asia, India and well beyond.
Developments
In the past five years, Sterling Singapore has also moved away from its generalist
recruitment role, to a more focused, sector-specific emphasis, but still concentrating on
executive search. Besides the traditional sectors, such as IT and Industrial, that have
been the pillars for its sustained growth, it is now seeing an advent of, and surge in the
growth of Life Sciences as a direct result of the Singapore Government’s long-term plans
and investments in this sector. Given Singapore’s market maturity and continued influx of
new search firms domestically, and from overseas, Sterling Singapore’s strategy in sector
specialization has paid off in the last few years, and gradually, it is being known as a
specialist recruiter, and keenly sought out by well-informed clients.
Sector Specialization
Specialization in a sector also enables our key account managers to serve our clients
more effectively within specific industries, and form long lasting relationships and in-depth
subject matter knowledge of that industry, and its human resources demands.
Its Life Sciences Practice is also rated as top-tier in the region and has been quoted
by sources such as the Singapore Business Times, BioSpectrum and Frost & Sullivan.
Sectors covered:
1) Life Sciences
2) IT/Telco
3) Industrial & Services
4) Consumer/Retail
5) Real Estate/Construction
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Sterling Singapore
The Science of Search

Our People are our Value Proposition
Staffed by a team of experienced executive search professionals, we have always put our
people in the forefront as the true value proposition to clients. Our market knowledge,
capability and reach, have been honed by the many successful placements at mid- to
senior-level management. Moreover, our employees’ proficiency in English, Mandarin
and Malay has managed to surpass clients’ expectations and our advisory on recruitment
has long been respected by clients and candidates alike. Sterling Singapore aims to serve
your specific hiring requirements in the region with a combination of service, performance
and competitive pricing.
Most importantly, we focus on your business needs, and prove that we have the ability to
understand your business operations, so as to help you find the right people in the
shortest possible time. We constantly strive to develop a long-term, sustained, and
mutually beneficial relationship with our business partners. Our slogan for Singapore,
“The Science of Search” has been aptly adopted to reflect the growing number of highly
specialized scientific and technical roles undertaken by us.
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Sterling USA
A Local Operation with a Global Focus

Sterling was originally incorporated in Arizona in 1982 and in 1990 extended its services
to permanent placement, executive search and human resource consulting. In 1992
Sterling then embarked on an aggressive global expansion of its executive search and
human resource consulting business.
Summary of Services
Sterling’s USA executive search and consulting operation, located in Phoenix, represents
US companies seeking a wide variety of human resource services. Sterling Consultants
have expertise in the following fields: Finance & Banking; Technology, Life Science;
Engineering & Manufacturing; Consumer Products and Gas, Energy & Oil. The range of
services provided includes executive search from senior and mid-level management to
CFO and CEO positions. Through the hiring process we maintain close communication
with the client and the applicant. Sterling’s success results from the fact that we are 100%
client led rather than applicant driven.
Our marketing strategy for the USA will focus on expanding our client base in North
America and Mexico. We have enjoyed an established track record in providing excellent
services to a long list of US and multinational companies. At Sterling we receive excellent
support from our customers by way of repeat business with approximately 85% of job
assignments coming from this source. Our consultants provide specialized industry,
functional, cultural and regional expertise to clients in the USA and around the world. Our
mission is to provide services on an ethical and professional basis, placing our clients’
interests first while maintaining strict confidentiality and transparency.
Sterling USA is the primary business referral source for our branch offices and alliance
partners for North American and European companies seeking to expand to China, Japan
and other Asian countries. Our international endeavors continue to surpass client and
candidate expectations. Our consultants are committed to providing the highest level of
service, delivering utmost expertise and results in the acquisition and development of
world-class management teams.
In addition to the current services offered, Sterling USA is expanding services to include:
outsourced staffing; outplacement services; temporary staffing; and turnkey operations.
Turnkey operations include some or all of the following – foreign entity establishment;
basic business consultation; real estate acquisition; plant construction; executive search;
staffing and coaching.
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Sterling USA
A Local Operation with a Global Focus

Market Analysis
The success of executive search and human resources companies that operate globally
is directly related to the shape of the world economy and to the economies of the
territories where they have established their principal places of business. Sterling, from
our USA headquarters’ have based the location of our offices, and established alliances,
in areas that have experienced, and are projected to continue to experience, good
economic growth.
Marketing Strategy
Sterling USA’s marketing strategy will focus on expanding our client base in North America
and developing clients for our foreign branches and alliance partners by marketing
Sterling as a company with global reach, by marketing our new lines of services to new
and existing clients, and by injecting the Sterling brand name into territories targeted
for expansion.
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Sterling offices – worldwide
The Strength of a Global Brand. The Values of a Local Presence.

Beijing – China
Sterling HR Management Consulting Co. Limited, Suite 308A, Tower C2, Oriental Plaza,
No. 1 East Chang An Ave., Dong Cheng District, Beijing 100738, China
Phone: (86-10) 8518-9088
Fax:
(86-10) 8518-2672
E-Mail: beijing@sterlinghrconsulting.com

Nanjing – China
Sterling HR Management Consulting Co. Limited, Room C2, Floor 20, Shangmao Century
Plaza, No. 49 Zhongshan South Road, Nanjing, Jiangsu Province, China 21005
Phone: (86-25) 8689-8187
Fax:
(86-250 8689-8197
E-Mail: nanjing@sterlinghrconsulting.com

Shanghai – China
Sterling HR Management Consulting Co. Limited, Room 1405,
Grand Shanghai Times Square, No. 93 Huaihai Central Road, Shanghai, China 200021
Phone: (86-21) 5306 8822
Fax
(86-21) 5306 8822 - 202
E-Mail: shanghai@sterlinghrconsulting.com

Tianjin – China
Sterling HR Management Consulting Co. Limited, Room 2506, Floor 25, The Exchange,
Tower 1 No. 189, Nanjing Road, Tianjin, China 300051
Phone: 022-8319 2262
Fax:
022-8319 2262, Ext. 86
E-Mail: tianjin@sterlinghrconsulting.com

Wuxi Liason Office – China
Room 206, 88 Youyi South Road, Xishan District, Jiangsu Province, China 214101
Phone: (86-510) 8822 0009
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Sterling offices – worldwide
The Strength of a Global Brand. The Values of a Local Presence.

Chengdu – China
Room 1109, B Tower, East Plaza, Jinjiang, Chengdu 610061, China
Phone: (86-028) 8440 0220

Tokyo - Japan
Sterling Co., Ltd., Meisan Fuji Bldg. 2F, 3-7-4 Kasumigaseki Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo, Japan 100-0013
Phone: 81-3-3350-3335
E-Mail: tokyo@sterlinghrconsulting.com

Singapore
Sterling Human Resources Pte Ltd., 331 North Bridge Road, #13-01 Odeon Towers,
Singapore 188720
Phone: (65) 6336-2927
Fax:

(65) 6337-3282

E-Mail: singapore@sterlinghrconsulting.com

Seoul - South Korea
Sterling Resource Group, Suite 601 Hwacheon Bldg., 133-3 Chongdam-dong, Kangnam-gu,
Seoul 135-100 South Korea
Phone: 822 540-3030
Fax:

822 540-3299

E-Mail: skim@sterlinghrconsulting.com

Mumbai – India
5 Jains Arcade, 14th Road, Khar (West), Mumbai 400 052 India
Phone: (91-98) 2134-3474
Fax:
(91-22) 2600-7824
E-Mail: india@sterlinghrconsulting.com
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Sterling offices – worldwide
The Strength of a Global Brand. The Values of a Local Presence.

London - United Kingdom
Sterling HR Consulting, 3-4 Kirby Street, London EC1N 8TS, United Kingdom
Phone: 44 (0) 8456 123 997
Fax:
44 (0) 020 7025 3501
E-Mail: recruit@sterlinghrconsulting.net

Phoenix - United States
Sterling CDS, Inc., World Headquarters, 2575 East Camelback Rd., Suite 770, Phoenix,
Arizona. AZ 85016, USA
Phone: (602) 470-8012
Fax:
(602) 470-8099
E-Mail: info@sterlinghrconsulting.com
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